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After that point similarity is calculated by using GoSemSim package in R. Wang

method with combining of BMA method was used.

The Gene Ontology (GO)

knowledgebase is the world’s largest

source of information on the functions

of genes. GO is a directed acyclic

graph with different realationship

types(Figure 6). We used GO for

calculating similarity between proteins

by transforming uniprot IDs(protein ID)

to Gene IDs. We used Wang and Bma

method with ‘Celllular Component’

ontology to find the relationship

between Kinase and Substrate peers in

terms of their location data in the Gene

Ontology.

Future Work

After the improve similarity calculation and implementing of new cellular

component feature, we will run DeepKinZero and observe is the new feature

increase prediciton power of DeepKinZero. Then to improve the impact of new

feature we will make hyper parameter tuning.
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Conclusion

We observed that similarity of kinase and substrate peers based on

cellular component feature is a very significant feature for improving

DeepKinzero. However, similarities so close but still it is an usable

feature. We are trying to improve new algorithms to calculate

similarities in a more distinct way.

Öznur Taştan

First, we calculated related GO IDs of Uniprot

protein IDs by using Python. We realized that

for each substrate and kinase there might be

multiple related GO terms, then this data is

merged with location ID of proteins.

Expectation was similartiy between kinases

and substrates which have similar info of

cellular componenets will be high.

After similarity calculation of 4354

Kinase and Substrate peers the

average value of similarity resulted

by 0,529506(between 0-1). To test

the reliability of the cellular

component factor in order to add a

feature to DeepKinZero we shuffled

the real Kinase-Substrate peers by

permutating one column 700

different times .

Figure 8 displays the average GO semantic similarity calculated for the randomized

cases. The avarage similairities are so close but interestingly P value shows data

data is very reliable to adding as feature to improve DeepKinZero.

With these resulted data, now we are implementing new feature to DeepKinZero by

using TensorFlow library in Python.

Figure 7: Kinase-Phosphosite peers and location IDs.

WANG METHOD
This method determines the semantic

similarity of two GO terms based on both the

locations of these terms in the GO graph and

their relations with their ancestor terms

BMA METHOD
The BMA method, used the Best-Match Average

strategy, calculates the average of all maximum

similarities on each row and column in GO ID

matrix.

Original Similarity = 0,529506 P value = 0,02279

Figure 8:Results of shuffled data

Figure 6:Overview 

of GO

Aberrant kinase function is associated with

cancer, immune system diseases and

degenerative diseases.[2]. Protein kinases

are major drug targets [3].

Figure 2. The proportion of human 

phosphosites with a reported kinase in 

PhosphoSitePlus Figure from [4].

The advances in enable the identification of

phosphosites at the proteome level, most of the

phosphoproteome is in the dark: more than 95%

of all reported human phosphosites have no

known kinase or associated biological function [4]

(Figure 2).

A large fraction of the kinome

is understudied[4].For most

of the kinases there are less

than 10 known phosphosites

(Figure 3).

Figure 3: The distribution of the number of experimentally validated target phosphosites for kinases in the

human kinome

Protein kinases are a large family of 

enzymes that catalyze the phosphorylation 

of other proteins.[1]Phosphorilated 

proteins do specific functions. (Figure 1).

Introduction

DeepKinZero is a program that makes predictions for rare kinases, it first learn

the association between the phosphosite and kinase embeddings. This idea

is shown in Figure 4.

DeepKinZero use a bi-linear compatibility function F to model the mapping between

the input and output embeddings. F takes a phosphosite-kinase pair as input and

returns a scalar value. The probability that a given site is a target of a given kinase

is calculated based on F:

Figure 4: Overview of the application of zero-shot 

learning to the prediction of kinase-phosphosite

associations. 

To learn phosphosite embeddings, Bi-directional Recurrent Neural Network (BRNN)

[5] model is used with an attention mechanism over the training data. Figure 5

illustrates theDeepKinZero model.

Objectives

• Understanding how DeepKinzero work is assential to improve it.

• Understanding Gene Ontology to desribe cellular location and obtaining

kinase substrate annotations.

• Understanding and running GO semantic similarity tools leads to calculate

similarity between kinases and proteins.

• Running DeepKinzero with the addition feature which is location information

of kinases and proteins.

• Hyper parameter tuning makes input appropriate to use in DeepKinZero

Figure5:

Deep Learning and

Zero Shot Model

Figure1:Overview of 

phosphorilation


